
     

TRACTION & MILESTONES 

Launched in Sep 2019, we reached $56k MRR in 8 months, and 

are growing 20% per month to $125k MRR by end of 2020.  

 

 

Creating joint offerings with top CRM vendors and consultants. 

Leveraging our App for detecting AI Sales projects. 

 

Founding Team 

Successful B2B SaaS Entrepreneurs 
$100m in Sales, $30m Raised 
 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPANY OVERVIEW 

Over the next 5 years, AI sales assistants such as Salesforce 

Einstein are poised to transform the way 36 million B2B Sellers 

work. Aptivio is the critical catalyst required to fuel CRM digital 

assistants with an intelligent sales narrative, pioneering the new 

category of sales process mining for real-time opportunity discovery.  

CUSTOMER PROBLEM/SOLUTION 

AI sales assistants will drive 30% of all new $30Bn CRM 

investments in order to boost both CRM adoption and sales quota 

attainment in a radically new way.  

Aptivio turns billions of external data and buying signals into an 

intelligent sales narrative. In context of the user workflow, the 

digital sales assistant triggers relevant action cards for top 

opportunities, key buyers, relevant messages, and warm intros.  

BUSINESS MODEL 

Our SaaS pricing is based on Signals consumption and Team size. It 

starts at $10k/month in Enterprise and $5k/month in Mid-Market.  

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

We deliver a pre-packaged pre-trained Cloud-based AI service that 

enables CRM teams to bypass the complexity, risk, and machine 

learning curve associated with traditional AI Sales projects.   

Best-of-breed AI Sales Apps compete directly with major CRM 

platforms, paired with Aptivio automated setup/ML for AI Sales.   

Aptivio Opportunity Cloud uniquely enables both user and data 

network effects with its opportunity sharing.   

WHY SHOULD YOU INVEST? 

Our capital efficient business model limits the dilution risk for 

early-stage investors. Churn risk is low as we leverage 

proprietary client data. Enterprise clients offer substantial 

upsell/cross-sell opportunities. A credible path to build a big 

company, riding the wave of CRM digital transformation.  

Company Profile 

Website: https://aptiv.io 

Industry: B2B SaaS / AI Sales 

Founded: 2018 

Structure: Delaware C Corp 

HQ: New York 

Contact: gmounier@aptiv.io 

 

 

 

 

Guy Mounier 

Co-Founder CEO 

Christopher Even 

Co-Founder CTO 

Financial Information 

Stage: Seed 

Prior Capitalization: $190K SAFE 

Raising: $1M ($250K Open) 

Terms: Convertible Note @ $5.5M Cap 

Closed:  

 

 

Mag Hidir        

VP Americas 

Stephane Fadda 

VP EMEA 

AI-driven 

KYC 
NLP/ Enterprise 

Search 

Acquired Expansion-Stage 

6 Existing Clients High-Probability Pipeline  


